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PHILOLOGY 
 

Р. 7. Abramova Anastasiya A. Tomsk Polytechnic University (Tomsk, Russia). METAPHORICAL IMAGE OF ''MECHANISM'' 
IN RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PICTURE OF THE WORLD. The given work is devoted to the investigation of the metaphorical image 
of conceptual sphere ''Mechanism'' in the Russian language picture of the world. The metaphor is described from the cognitive point of 
view. The idea that we take attitudes from one area of experience and use them to approach and understand another is fundamental to 
human interactions with the world. The two domains that participate in the conceptual metaphor have special names. The conceptual 
domain from which we draw metaphorical expressions to understand another conceptual domain is called the source domain, while the 
conceptual domain that is understood this way is the target domain. Mapping is the systematic set of correspondences that exist between 
constituent elements of the source and the target domains. Studying metaphor from these points of view forced researchers to the 
conclusion of reciprocity and reversibility of cognitive metaphorical models. The problem of reversibility of metaphoric models has 
been posed in works of Z.I. Rezanova and developed by E.A. Poturaeva and Dai Inli. The relevance of our experiment is to research the 
problem on the basis of new material – lexical nominations in the field of machinery and automation that can be extended by creating 
metaphorical ones, and at the same time it is the source of metaphorical conceptual modeling of other spheres. In this article, we use the 
term "sub-model", which refers to a private metaphoric model, combining metaphorical nominations, thematically united into a smaller 
group. A number of sub-models form the total metaphorical model, that is a scheme of forming of a metaphorical meaning, 
characterized by the unity of thematic relatedness of nominative and transferred metaphorical meanings, type of associative assimilation, 
which is a linguistic representation model ratio of the corresponding conceptual spheres. In the Russian language picture of the world 
the metaphorical model "the mechanism is the person" is formed, which is implemented in metaphorical language nominations of the 
mechanism. The mechanism, as well as the person, has an internal structure, so it can move, perform physical actions, sound. Physical 
processes and actions of some mechanisms are so complex and varied that it lets us think about their mental and psychological activity. 
Metaphorical model ''the mechanism is the person" is realized in a number of sub-models, each of which highlights certain features of 
the conceptual sphere, figuratively interpreted through the image of the person: 1) organization of the mechanism – the structure of 
person 2) actions taken by the mechanism – the physiological states and actions of the person, 3) existence of the mechanism – the 
physiological state of the person, 4) movement of the mechanism – human activities, 5) physical activity associated with the 
mechanism – physical actions performed by the person, 6) sound of the mechanism – speech activity, the sounds of the person, 
7) process carried out by the mechanism – the mental and emotional state of the person. Analyzing the selected sub-models of the 
conceptual sphere "Mechanism" we came to a conclusion that the anthropomorphic image of the mechanism is fundamental and covers 
various aspects of the interpretation of the conceptual sphere "Mechanism", namely, the material characteristics (structure and 
appearance) and function (activities and processes operated by mechanism). 
Key words: cognitive linguistics; metaphor; metaphorical model; conceptual sphere; mechanism. 
 
P. 12. Antipov Alexander G., Denisova Elvira S. Kemerovo State University (Kemerovo, Russia). TRANSFORMATION OF 
AXIOLOGICAL DOMINANT IDEAS IN RUSSIAN LINGUOCULTURE (ON DATA OF INTERNET-COMMUNICATION). 
This article describes axiological dominant ideas transformation of the Russian language in the modern Russian Internet-
communication. In accordance with the original method of linguocultural analysis in the context of new phenomena in the word-
formation, theoretical and applied problems of the concept dynamic nature studying are solved. Appeal to the word-formative 
mechanism of derivation in this paper is due to the fact that this language level fully allows us to reflect the concepts formation and 
functioning in a particular type of discourse. The study material was a particular communicative language area – Internet-discourse 
focused on advertising; the object of study is concepts new for the Russian linguoculture. Special attention is devoted to the change of 
value characteristics in the minds of language-speakers in relation to the "boasting" concept. Within the linguocultural paradigm, this 
concept is considered in the totality of its image-perceptual, conceptual and value-oriented aspects. By reference to the dictionary 
definitions, etymological pattern, Russian proverbs and sayings corpus, definition of place in a number of synonymous units, it is shown 
that the word "boasting", as well as its root words (boasting, boaster, to boast, etc.) which are included in the derivational slot with the 
top "to boast", originally had negative connotations in the Russian culture. But early in the twenty-first century, this universal model of 
behaviour, key for the Russian culture understanding, was greatly transformed. In the modern Russian Internet-communication the 
tendency towards acquiring positive characteristics of "boasting" concept in the Russian language consciousness and communicative 
behaviour becomes a priority. From the linguocultural point of view it is more correct to talk about the word-formative "anti-nest" 
because we also observe a combination of mental formations of different traditions - Russian and American in the structure of this 
concept. The appearance of a new word-formative nest diametrically changes the value system of "boasting" concept according to the 
needs of the advertising discourse. Then it is certain that the movement of this concept from "low" phenomena (words with negative 
evaluation) to the category of "high" is due to the influence of advertising discourse, the core of which is the synthesis of the influencing 
and play beginning. In the article these transformations are shown through the adaptation of the lexical, word-formative and 
grammatical levels of the language to the transliteration of new meanings. The inclusion of the "boasting" concept into the axiological 
system of Russian Internet-communication proves its firming system connections with other concepts, and also the emergence of a new 
genre of virtual communication – "boasting". As a result, at the present time, "boasting" concept becomes nuclear for modern Russian 
Internet-communication, as far as it moves from the category of culture-genic concepts to the form of axiological dominant ideas, which 
reflect the new Russian mentality. 
Keywords: Internet-communication; advertising discourse; word-formation; axiological dominant idea; linguocultural analysis 
 
Р. 17. Gnyusova Irina F. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). PERFECTING FEMALE CHARACTER IN GEORGE 
ELIOT'S AND LEO TOLSTOY'S WORKS. The problem ''Leo Tolstoy and George Eliot'' has not been a subject of special 
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consideration so far, though Tolstoy's diary, letters and materials of writer's own library confirm that he was an attentive reader of the 
English writer's works. The base of the research is an analysis of Eliot's Felix Holt, the Radical edition from Tolstoy's library. There are 
Tolstoy's notes in this book; the writer's secretary V.F. Bulgakov confirmed their authoring. Four fragments, which Tolstoy set off, are a 
part of the main characters' dialogue. Felix Holt sees the true moral sense in Esther Lyon, the vain beauty, and this prompts him to talk 
straightly about her disposition and purposes. ''I want you to change'', - Felix Holt repeats during their dialogue, which Tolstoy noted. In 
our view, the plot of Felix and Esther relations corresponds with Tolstoy's unusual experience – correspondence with Valeria Arsenyeva 
in the autumn of 1856. We are convinced these letters can be considered as independent literary materials. Tolstoy ''modelled'' his future 
wife in the letters, teaching her and implanting his own views. Real Valeria is pushed to the background – actually Tolstoy in his letters 
made a perfecting female character, which will be a base for the appearance of Masha from Family Happiness, Kitty Shcherbatskaya, 
Katyusha Maslova. Tolstoy does not take notes on the following chapters of Felix Holt, the Radical, but the plot of further relations of 
Esther and Felix also corresponds with the continuation of ''romance'' of the characters invented in Tolstoy's letters – Khrapovitsky and 
Dembitskaya. Tolstoy recommences these relations in the novel Family Happiness. Masha becomes a completed variant of 
Dembitskaya: here she obediently chooses the road of perfection, suggested by the male character. A number of psychological details in 
the description of Masha's inner development are similar to the situations in Eliot's novel (for example, the metaphor of light: Esther, 
like Masha, feels Felix ''seemed to light up her life''). The same ''alignment of forces'' in the system of characters also unites the novels: 
like Sergey Mikhailovich, Felix Holt is gradually pushed to the background as the female character's inner transformation is going on. 
Both authors lead their female characters into temptations testing their new convictions. So we can assert that the presence of a 
dominant in the poetics and content draws together Tolstoy's and Eliot's works, which shows in a number of similar methods in 
composition, system of characters, and moral conception. Both authors proclaim the necessity of self-development and self-perfection, 
search and preservation of true purport of life. This common Tolstoy's and Eliot's philosophy of work caused writers' equal attention to a 
perfecting female character, who advances under male characters' influence, goes through a situation of agonising moral choice and 
then finds her own path. 
Key words: L. Tolstoy; G. Eliot; creative dialogue; novel; character. 
 
Р. 25. Dmitrieva Lidia P. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). E. POE'S DETECTIVE STORIES IN RUSSIAN EDITIONS AT 
THE TURN OF CENTURIES. Edgar Allan Poe and his creative work have always attracted representatives of different literary 
schools. In 1895 four different editions of E. Poe's collected works were issued in Russia. The translations in two of them had been 
made by Konstantin Balmont, another variant had been prepared by Michail Engelhard, the third translator was G. Klepatsky. The latter 
only published one of the books he had planned, and then he left the literary stage. Balmont's translations proved to be an epoch in the 
history of E. Poe's Russian reception. In this respect so meaningful they were that even ranked with Baudelaire's French translations in 
importance. Though being popular with critics, E. Poe's short stories were seen not as a fact of the American literature anymore. Russian 
readers perceived them as a part of the young Russian symbolist's writing. For K. Balmont the work on the fashionable writer's 
narrations was a good way to catch the public interest. Balmont described the process of translating E. Poe's stories in his afterword to 
the collected works: intending to demonstrate all American writer's prose he deliberately disregarded those samples which he considered 
feeble or unrenderable. K. Balmont was highly interested in the mystic rationality of the detectives Legrand and Dupin, at the same time 
he reproduced the aesthetics and symbols of ''self-accusation'' stories. This contributed to Poe's image formation in Russia: the writer 
was associated with ''horror'' stories of fin de siècle. E. Poe's collected edition with M. Engelhard as a translator was issued three times. 
The number of volumes enlarged and some changes were made, which testifies to Engelhard's evolution in the way he understood the 
American writer's prose. In the collection of tales translated by Baudelaire at the end of the 19th century E. Poe's ratiocinations were to 
attract readers and demonstrated the method which led Poe to the Truth. These stories paved the way to less probable ''artificial'' 
psychological tales and tales of horror. The collected works made by Engelhard was organized in the same way: beginning with ''The 
Gold Bug'' up to psychological stories and finishing with E. Poe's minor compositions. Engelgardt also followed Baudelaire in his desire 
to involve all E. Poe's prose. E. Poe's tales are poetic, psychological and at the same time they are full of hoaxes and analyticity based on 
the deductive approach. Due to this contract there were various views of the American writer's personality and his philosophy, and this 
is the reason why the Russian translations differed from each other greatly. At the turn of centuries symbolist rendering of the detective 
stories existed alongside with other translating strategies. But studied altogether they reconstruct E. Poe's prose reception in Russia in 
that period. 
Key words: Edgar Allan Poe; detective stories; K. Balmont; M. Engelhardt. 
 
Р. 33. Ogorodnikova Lidia A. Ershov Ishim Teachers' Training Institute (Ishim, Russia). ADNOMINAL AND VERBAL 
CONSTRUCTIONS IN WORKS OF WRITERS AND PUBLICISTS OF THE SECOND HALF OF 18 CENTURY. In the article 
the ratio of alternative forms of the genitive case as a part of non-prepositional adnominal and verbal constructions in art and publicistic 
texts of the second half of the 18th century is considered. The forms of the genitive case in our sources are used in combination with 
verbs of various semantics and grammatical signs. The semantic field of verbs definitely influenced the choice of the ending of the 
words which were combined with them. For example, the verbs and verbal forms with the meaning of deprivation, removal have the 
dominating ending -А: ''берегитесь моего порока'', ''другие покоя сами беспокоилися'', ''бояться мрака'', ''гнушаюсь я торговли 
вида''. The genitive case of quantity, assuming a combination with verbs, the action of which is limited by time or is turned not to the 
whole subject but only to a part of it is associated with the ending -У, for example: ''оставил после себя капиталу'', ''поставил льну'', 
''пить меду''. Some structural features of verbs promote realization of the idea of partial quantity: intransitive verbs with prefix на- and 
postfix -ся determine the forms of the genitive case with the ending -А of abstract nouns (''наполнился мой слух пронзающего 
гласа'') and the forms with the ending -У – of uncountable nouns (''напиться чаю''). The same meaning of the genitive case is 
observed in a few impersonal constructions the structure of which includes the forms of the nouns on -У. The most acceptable is the 
ending -У for the words with uncountable-collective meaning. If nouns with ending -А have abstract semantics this ending dominates in 
combination with all semantic groups of verbs. There are many more adnominal constructions of the genitive case than verbal ones in 
our materials. Almost all possible meanings of the case are realized in them. The use of the endings -А and -У associates with certain 
semasiological categories. Parallel forms are observed in constructions with the genitive case of quality, for example: ''человек нраву 
крутого'', ''она таковаго ж роду'', ''шесть душ мужскаго и женскаго полу'', ''человек приятного вида'', ''человек простого нрава'', 
''друга… разумного и женского пола'', ''сосудов разного рода''. For the genitive of accessory in many cases the ending -A is used, 
for example: ''при темноте вечера'', ''посмешищем всего города'', ''при дверях гроба'', ''грома глас''. This meaning of the adnominal 
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genitive case also associates with many forms on -У, for example: ''блеску тень'', ''у ворот боярского дому'', ''льну неурожай'', 
''жизнь утехи и покою''. The genitive of the subject is generally presented by the forms with the ending -A for example: ''мщение 
закона'', ''опасение целаго народа'', ''на посмеянье света''. The inflection -A dominates in forms of the nouns governed by cardinal 
numerals. A certain connection is traced between the meaning of the adnominal genitive case and semantics of the noun used with this 
or that ending. 
Key words: meaning of genitive case; choice of ending; parallel forms; semantic groups of verbs. 
 
Р. 38. Ugryumova Maria M. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). CHILD AND CHILDHOOD IN SIBERIAN DIALECTS 
(LINGUOCULTUROGICAL PORTRAIT). This paper is devoted to one of the ways of providing descriptions of cultural 
information which a language code contains. There is a problem of national identification in the focus of modern humanities researches. 
An appeal to the sources reflecting ethnic self-consciousness is a cause for this fact. We can regard folk dialects representing a picture of 
the world of a national culture bearer as the source. The picture of the world embodied in dialect vocabulary can be analyzed only as the 
result of interdisciplinary synthesis. That is why it is the object of research of related humanities and one of them is linguoculturology. 
The description of cultural meanings included in semantics of words is a task of linguoculturogical portrait which is understood as a 
research construction built on the analysis of the facts of a language which are interpreted from the point of view of culture. The 
description of a cultural component of the semantics of a dialect word is made with the help of a linguoculturogical commentary method 
which is founded on the result of context analysis and definition analysis. However, the cultural meanings a word contains can be 
immeasurable if to speak about semantics, that is why their interpretation must be kept within the limits. Linguocultutogical portraying 
is specified with a series of principles which appear to be the mechanism of systematization and structuring of cultural information 
which resulted from the analysis. First of all, there is a choice of an object to portray which is a prism for a researcher to look on culture 
through. As for this research the conception of a child is the object. Certain moments of children's life get into the zone of reflection of 
everyday language of dialect speakers, this is the evidence of their importance. Derived material can be divided into semantic fields, or 
background parameters, by their subjects. With the help of language facts it is possible to reconstruct a model in every background 
parameter. Comparison with a model is a way to estimate social, cultural, and other facts of vital activity. Thereby, linguoculturogical 
portrait specifies model parameters comparing a described object with a perfect model, with a conception of ''right'', ''proper''. In 
addition an object's linguoculturogical portrait is supplemented with value components. Linguoculturogical aspect of lexical units 
research supposes analysis of culture demonstrations in a language sign. The cultural component of the word's meaning reflects a 
conception of a child in folk culture. The method of linguoculturogical commentary allows to describe cultural semantics of lexical units 
and to draw a conclusion about Russian folk perception of a child. The genre of linguoculturogical portrait is a convenient way of 
structuring cultural information we get.  
Key words: linguocultural portrait; cultural connotation; dialect word; child. 

 
 

PHILOSOPHY, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES 
 

Р. 41. Berseneva Tatiana Р. Siberian State University of Physical Culture and Sports (Omsk, Russia). SYNERGY AND 
SYNERGETICS: ORTHODOX CATEGORY AND CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE. Initial conceptualization of the synergy idea 
came from the Orthodox theological thought, in the scientific speech it is associated with synergetics, however in the synergistic 
literature we do not find the direct concept of synergy. It can be assumed that synergy as a process and phenomenon is presented in 
synergistic studies implicitly. The Philosophical Dictionary defines synergy as the interaction of different potencies or energies in the 
whole action. Therefore, such words as consistency, potency and energy are basic definitions of synergy concept. Also the meaning of 
synergetics is determined as co-action. It appears that the interacting process of energies (divine energy and human energy) or mutual 
orientation of energies to realize the potency is a factor bringing together synergy and synergetics. Aristotle reviews the concept of 
energy as a part of an ordered complex: ability – energy – entelechy. Entelechy associates with entity in the triad of Aristotle. Energy 
approaches to entelechy, it is understood as the beginning of realizing the essence, as a completed element of the implementation and 
identifying a particular entity. Also anthropology of synergy reviews other placement of energy when it is presented as an effort to 
actualizing some potentiality. The very process of actualization is not connected with any purpose. The process is not necessarily 
characterized by entelechy, which may be absent or infinitely distant. It is stated how synergies is understood in the hesychasm tradition. 
According to the Hesychast teaching, human energy is directed to God and is realized in a free will to connect with Him for complicity 
in the redemptive works of God. Entelechy as a process of completing the connection between person and God is infinity and represents 
occurrence in the eschatological order. In order to set free the energy the ascetic has to unlock bound energy, open a closed space inside 
of human energetic. The openness of the system is one of the key concept of synergetics. Synergy can be achieved or not achieved, any 
predestination in it is impossible. The choice in favour of the acquisition of grace is a free ascetic impulse, in this case, the process of 
achieving synergy is always open. Implementation of the synergy concept and getting of sum or synergetic effect is possible only in the 
open, non-linear self-organizing systems that have been studied in synergetics. Synergy and synergetics are two related concepts, but not 
identical. The theological category of synergy became the ancestor of the conceptual mechanism for a number of concepts used in 
modern science, such as a synergistic approach, synergetic research method, etc. 
Key words: synergy; hesychasm; synergetics; energy. 
 
Р. 48. Bogdanova Marina A. Southern Federal University (Rostov-on-Don, Russia). ON ''ANTI-CULTURAL'' STATUS OF SPORT. 
The main points formulated by J. Huizinga  concerning the ''off-cultural'' character of sport in modern society generated hot discussions 
about its place and perspectives. In the article the author has the main complaints to the modern sport, given in the works of outstanding 
scientists and offers her counter-evidence. 1. Sport critics consider that the situations based on competition harm competition among 
people, form a faulty differentiation between people into winners and losers. Sport competitions make asked-for such personality 
qualities as egoism, aggression, ''sport malice'', envy, etc. Any competition including the sport sphere has a reason for a modern person's 
alienation and artificial creation of social and spiritual inequality. The author's counter-evidence is the following: firstly, competition 
covers almost all spheres of human activity and in its basis there is a necessity of a person in positive appraisal of his/her abilities and 
talents by society. The progress of society is determined by satisfying needs while excelling another person and achieving the best 
result. And, secondly, competition is a necessary element of human self-consciousness processes. 2. Technocratic tendency emasculates 
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the humanistic potential of sport; the aim of a sport activity moves from a person, his spiritual and physical development to a result 
achieved. It is sharply shown in recordomania. Modern sport is the incarnation of inhumanity of social organization and an enemy of 
freedom. Agreeing on the fact that the specialization in sport makes a person ''cog in the sport machine'' but modern sport rules exploit 
an athlete bodily and spiritually, the author insists on sport to be a heterogeneous phenomenon and the given problems concern mostly 
professional sport. Humanistic potential of ''mass sport'' and paralympic sport is revealed in the opportunity which it gives while 
perceiving spiritual and physical strengths. 3. Today sport as a performance is a mass product and therefore it complies with the laws of 
profit. The author justifies that the spectacular character of sport does not detract from its aesthetic potential. Sport gives huge 
opportunities to athletes and spectators for creating and contemplating various aesthetic valuables and in this way sport belongs to the 
sphere of culture.  
Key words: sport; sport performance; J. Huizinga; sport competition; sport commercialization; technocratism in sport; paralympic 
movement; cultural potential. 
 
Р. 53. Nurgaleeva Larisa V. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). REFLEXIVE COORDINATION IN THE CONTEXT OF 
COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY THINKING: MEDIAL ASPECT. The paper discusses the concept of "reflexive coordination" from 
the standpoint of communication ontology. A preliminary analysis of its application in the study of aspects of the multimedia 
communication is conducted. The work is aimed at seeking preliminary answers to the following questions: what psychological 
processes are responsible for the specificity of the reflexive coordination and cognitive context? What are the aspects of the study of 
reflexive coordination used for investigation of the medial processes of modern communication practices? It is noted that the process of 
reflective patterns of coordination arise mediations in the inner and outer world of the person. The features of the cognitive organization 
of thinking and its relation to the processes of reflexive coordination are given. The basic qualities of a reflective coordination as a 
medium of communication are determined by three basic ontological and epistemological factors: a complex form of spatial perception, 
conscious process control reversibility of time and the formation of a new tempo in the field of information exchange. Attention is 
drawn to the forms of stimulus generation in communication. In describing the process of reflective coordination we focus on the 
specifics of the medial communication research. It is noted that in the study of the impact of multimedia communications, an important 
role is played by the principle of intersensory interaction. Communication codes allow to transfer the value of internal psychological 
states of the language as externally objectified processes, making products, mental activities as media description of reality, 
transpersonal management tools. One of the most pressing problems is the question of the influence of various iconic forms of 
submission of electronic information on the ability of thinking and the semantic choice, that is, the capacity for reflection. There is a 
need to study the cognitive specificities of various communication forms and relationships, to serve as the result of a multi-level self-
organization of complex systems flowing on the psycho-physiological, psychological and social levels. The cognitive complexity 
consciousness mediates various forms of behavioural and cultural skills based on the evolution of the co-organisation processes of 
descriptive and dynamic systems. They in turn let you specify the complexity as an ontological process quality semantization matter and 
generated communication. We draw attention to the fact that it is highly relevant in today's environment to develop research 
methodologies that address modern multimedia sharing, as a means to make cognitive dissonance, artificially maintaining the tone of 
reflexive coordination at the expense of its analytical functions. 
Key words: reflexive coordination; mediative aspects of communication; organizational complexity of brain; evolution of cognitive 
processes. 

 
 

CULTUROLOGY 
 

Р. 57. Gallyamova Guzel O. Perm State Institute of Arts and Culture (Perm, Russia). ''HARLEQUIN'' BY K. STOCKHAUSEN: ON 
INTERSECTION OF IDEAS OF FORMULA COMPOSITION AND INSTRUMENTAL THEATRE. In the 1970s one of the 
largest innovators of the 20th century Karlheinz Stockhausen (August 22, 1928 — December 5, 2007) created a new type of formula 
composition which assumes work development from the uniform grain including different parameters. So for each formula he thought of 
a melody (interval structure), a certain independent rhythm (duration, pauses, accents), and dynamics, colour and form. In December, 
1975 Karlheinz Stockhausen wrote a composition for a clarinet solo, ''Harlequin'', devoted to its first performer Suzanne Stephens. By 
K. Stockhausen, "Harlequin" is a formula composition. The composition was conceived and written as a unit, but after it was finished 
seven sections were defined: 1) "The Dream Messenger"; 2) "The Playful Constructor"; 3) "The Enamoured Lyric"; 4) "The Pedantic 
Teacher"; 5) "The Roguish Joker"; 6) "The Passionate Dancer"; 7) "The Exalted Spinning Spirit". To each section there corresponds a 
program in which the composer outlines vectors of figurative and melodic transformations. The form, according to Stockhausen, 
represents "one big wave", one big periodic fluctuation. "The big wave" in turn consists of smaller fluctuations which reflect formula 
repetitions. Beginning in the top part of range of the tool, the formula gradually covers it entirely, two times it is slowly carried out in 
the lower part, and again covering all range, passes to the top register. Thus, the formula is projected on the form of all composition. 
Work with the formula includes seven stages, corresponding  to the seven sections. According to instructions of the composer at work 
execution (by heart) the Harlequin moves according to musical figures and pauses. Entering the scene, he starts rotating on a spiral, 
imitating the passages in the first section; in the last section he repeats the melody rotation. As a whole, performativity as one of key 
phenomena of post-modernism art, arose in the 1970s. Elements of instrumental theatre first appeared in post-war works of 
K. Stockhausen and J. Cage. However, unlike Cage Stockhausen's interest to choreography and theatrical representation of musical 
theatre (or music as theatre) is defined by the German traditions of the radio drama and the documentary film. In Stockhausen's further 
works the idea of formula composition was transformed to superformula composition, and the tendency to staging a piece of music led 
to a new reading of the traditional opera. Thus, this composition is one of the stages, which prepared the composition of heptalogy 
"Light". 
Key words: formula; formula composition; instrumental theatre. 
 
Р. 60. Lazutina Tatiana V. Tyumen State Oil and Gas University (Tyumen, Russia). LANGUAGE OF MUSIC AS 
POLYFUNCTIONAL PHENOMENON. Music as a socio-cultural phenomenon is of interest of modern science. In the course of 
development of knowledge about musical phenomena in aesthetics, cultural science, psychology, musicology and philosophy (in the 
framework of ontology and epistemology) the special role of music in life both of a specific person and a society as a whole was 
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recognized, which has led to research the specifics of music and its language, identifying the functions performed by this type of art. The 
paper analyses the genesis of the language of music in the philosophy of music – specific information-communication system, which 
resides in the dynamics and forming the person's developed concept of being. In this work, music, its language is understood as symbol 
creation – the process of attributing of symbolic value to musical phenomena caused by the cultural-historical context. The language of 
music is a formation that combines music and non-music spheres, a distinctive feature of music as art is the reflection of reality in the 
form of images, influencing the perception and embodying of musical sounds (tones). Musical image is a kind of an artistic image, its 
peculiarity is playing the aesthetic qualities of the subjective and objective reality with the help of music sounds. The research is devoted 
to the musical system, which lies at the basis of the European tone-harmonic thinking. The specificity and functions of music in the 
process of representation are analysed. The central problem of the work is the identification of functions of the language of music as a 
special hierarchical system. The language of music is a special system of musical symbols (characters), formed in the process of 
historical development of musical art. The language of music is a complex hierarchical system, an element of which is a musical sound 
(tone). It is a constantly recurring system of signs, at levels of which there are systems of different signs, where any single sign is 
included in a certain sign system. Music is a special artificial language, managing a diverse system of different signs: from the simplest 
signals to the more complex symbolic systems and characters. Music is the product of cultural activities of the people, the subject of 
reflection which is the world (reality), world of human emotions, feelings, emotions, thought sphere, coded with a developed system of 
symbols (subjective reality). Music being a part of the culture penetrates into all spheres of human activity, its language is a universal 
means of fixation, storage and transfer of specific signals between different generations of people. The language of music is 
polyfunctional. Functions of the language of music as a special kind of a system are information-communicative, semiotic, aesthetic, 
nominative, representative, cognitive, socio-value, evaluation and regulatory-educational, etc. Among the functions of the language of 
music one can highlight main and derivative ones. The basic (the General) function of the language of music is information-
communicative. 
Key words: music; language of music; system of music; functions of music. 
 
Р. 63. Nesterov Yevgeniy A. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). SCIENTIFIC RECONSTRUCTION IN EXPOSITION OF 
INTERPRETATION OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL HISTORY OF ALTAI. In the article the analysis of scientific publications 
covering the issues of creation and use of scientific reconstructions in the exposition is presented. It was found out that restoration of 
historical objects in Russia was developed in pre-revolutionary time as restoration of monuments of culture. In the Soviet times in 
connection with the development of restoration of museums the results of reconstruction works began to be used in the exposition of 
historical objects. We recognize the importance of augmenting the cultural values contributed to the development of the scientific bases 
of reconstruction. The analysis of archaeological exposition of the Altai museums showed that for the visual interpretation of ancient 
history of Altai reconstruction, dioramas, layouts, schemes are used. By means of reconstruction the processes are described of human 
development, ancient animals and objects, old technologies in the form of reconstruction of the exhibited ancient musical instruments, 
figures of soldiers, weapons. On the basis of the results of archaeological studies models of ancient dwellings and burials were 
reconstructed, allowing to see the features of the ancient building technique in Altai. The physical features of the ancestors of people are 
presented in the form of models, which show the size, shape, colour of skulls of ancient people. The recovery of the historical 
environment is carried out through dioramas, which explain the meaning of the exhibits. The functional connections of ancient items are 
disclosed in the form of schemes. It is necessary to single out functions of the subsidiary scientific materials in the exhibition. Scientific 
reconstruction complements the subject line and increases the content of an exposition. The function of documentation of the ancient 
history of Altai is determined by the fact that the supporting materials are created on the basis of a scientific study of archaeological 
finds. Auxiliary materials allow creating thematic complexes in an exhibition and disclosing an archaeological theme. By means of 
reconstruction of the exposition the historical environment of the existence of archaeological objects is presented. 
Key words: reconstruction; exposure; model; diorama. 
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Р. 67. Bryukhanova Yelena A. Altai State University (Barnaul, Russia). RECONSTRUCTION MODELS OF SIBERIAN 
POPULATION OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE: 1897 CENSUS DATA. One of the main sources for reconstructing occupational 
structure of a region is censuses. To reconstruct the occupational structure of Siberian population of the late 19th c. the author used 
aggregated occupational data of 1897 Census. The programme of 1897 Census data development had a unique two-level classification 
of occupations: 65 groups and 390 types of occupational activities. Such incompletely developed model of occupational structure (due to 
the absence of general and detailed levels) turned out improper for any research. To broaden research opportunities and reconstruction 
of Siberian population occupational structure the author introduced universal models based on level data management and providing for 
their comparability, namely international classifications of occupations HISCO and PST. Occupational structure models based on 
international classifications HISCO and PST have similar principles of structuring and coding occupational information, but reflect 
different approaches to occupational data analysis: HISCO – functional, PST – economic. Basing on the 1897 Census data the author 
calculates the employment rate of Siberian population, counts ratio of those employed in different occupational groups for urban and 
uezd population taking into account gender aspects. HISCO and PST models were used together and complemented each other. 
Comparison of different classification models demonstrated parallel intense development of the industrial sphere and the service sector. 
However, the general thing in occupational structure of Siberian population presented in PST and HISCO models was the dominant 
number of those employed in the primary sector of economy (PST), agriculture in particular (HISCO) . The occupational structure of 
Siberian cities has distinct difference from that of the rural territories. Firstly, both occupational structure models reflect more varied 
labour market in Siberian cities. For instance, male population was more active in all spheres. Secondly, the structure of female 
employment less than in the rural territories concurs with the male one. ''Leading'' positions in terms of the employed according to both 
occupational structure models in Siberian cities are held by the tertiary sector and the service sphere. The use of universal international 
systems of occupational classification (PST and HISCO) as models for reconstruction of Siberian population occupational structure let 
the author broaden the opportunities of aggregated 1897 Census data use as well as find out some peculiarities of the employment 
structure of Siberia. 
Key words: 1897 Census; occupational structure; Siberia; PST; HISCO. 
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Р. 70. Vorobyev Nikolay V. Tomsk State University, Tomsk University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics (Tomsk, Russia). 
SIBERIAN URBAN AND LABOUR CONSUMER COOPERATION IN LATE 1920s–1935: FROM RESTORATION TO 
ABOLITION. The place and the role of Siberian urban and labour consumer cooperation in providing the population with goods and 
services from the late 1920s to the middle of the 1930s is revealed in the article. During this period the cooperation passed the way full 
of significant changes: from being the first-rate supplier of goods and services in the cities and industrial regions to total abolition. 
Siberian urban and labour consumer cooperation during the new economic policy period (1921–1929) changed into a powerful social 
and economic organization, becoming the leader in supplying the population of cities and industrial centres with goods. Its role in 
developing catering and baking of bread, financing educational and common cultural activities, organizing children's institutions was 
significant as well. At the same time, switch to forced industrialization and conduct of the entire collectivization caused drastic change 
of the urban and labour cooperation position in Siberia, as well as in the country. Application of the planned basis in the activity of 
urban and labour consumer cooperation resulted in the situation when fundamental characteristics of its functioning were assigned by 
the state. It defined the amount of goods for cooperation, established prices for the production. Cooperation became an integral part of 
the system of state socialism, where public interests were a priority. Food crisis predetermined in 1928–1929 the general transfer of 
trade organizations to normalized and card supply, which kept back future development of retail trade, catering, warehousing and 
prevented from the mobilization of population's cash resources. The introduction of card system was accompanied with universal 
reorganization: in the beginning of 1930s the network of closed distribution centres attached to central labour cooperatives was founded, 
later it also included closed labour cooperatives. In some Siberian cities labour cooperatives confederated in urban unions of consumer 
societies in 1934–1935. All this happened against the constant growth in the first half of the 1930s of the specific gravity of state trade in 
the urban sector. Soviet state began to show preference in particular for it, whereas cooperative trade was subject to criticism, not always 
sound. The most severe and radical reorganization of urban and labour consumer cooperation occurred at the end of 1935 on the basis of 
the decree of the Council of People's Commissars and the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party (of Bolsheviks) of 
September 29, 1935 ''On the activity of consumer cooperation in the countryside''. According to it all material and technical basis of 
consumer cooperation in cities was handed over free of charge to the state trade. Afterwards the consumer cooperation concentrated its 
activity in the countryside, having lost capacious urban market and the most well-to-do part of shareholders.  
Key words: cooperation; Siberia; new economic policy; industrialization. 
 
Р. 75. Dorofeev Mikhail V., Lebedev Mikhail A. Kuzbass State Pedagogical Academy (Novokuznetsk, Russia). FEATURES OF 
TEACHER EDUCATION FORMATION IN KUZNETSK LAND. In the South of Western Siberia in the second half of the 
19th century the Altai spiritual mission opened a school for indigenous peoples. Shors living in Kuznetsk region did not have their 
writing. Kuznetsk office of the mission was established in 1857, and its leader became V.I. Verbitsky - the creator of the script for the 
Altaians and Shors. In the framework of the state doctrine of the national education in relation to the peoples of the Russian Empire it 
was based on the concept of the enlightener and missionary N.I. Ilminsky. The main idea of the missionary is in the concept of ''public 
school''. National education was based on two principles: the ideals of Orthodox education and universal values uniting the national and 
religious values of the peoples. The process of creating national schools was interrupted in the years of the Civil War. In the 1920s, all 
the missionary camps, monasteries, chapels and other institutions were closed, but the efforts of the missionaries were not wasted, 
representatives of indigenous peoples of Kuznetsk region were trained by the first teachers. After the October Revolution of 1917 the 
national school was a school for the minorities with a distinguished language and household characteristics. Teaching in this school was 
to be conducted in the native language, and native history and literature were to be learnt. It was determined that all ethnic groups had 
the right of organizing education in their native language on both levels of the unified labour and schools of higher education, that is, it 
reaffirmed the right of all peoples of Russia to study in their native language. The decree "On formation as a part of Kuznetsk region of 
Siberia of the national Mountain-Shor area" of April 12, 1926 legislatively fixed national self-determination of the Shor people, 
therefore, the decision on the organization of regional pedagogical technical school for the Oyrot, Khakas and Shors on September 25, 
1927 was made. The mountain-Shor pedagogical technical school was constructed in Kuzedeevo village where before the revolution 
missionary V.I. Verbitsky taught Shors. In 1929 a construction began of the largest iron and steel works beyond the Urals 
(Kuznetskstroy), so tens of thousands of builders, many with families, started arriving to small provincial Kuznetsk (since 1931 – 
Stalinsk). There were 57% of illiterate or semiliterate people, therefore the decision came to open Stalin pedagogical technical school for 
training teachers of comprehensive schools on the basis of the Mountain-Shor pedagogical technical school in 1936. The Shor language 
was not studied any longer, as the national educational policy changed in the second half of the 1930s. According to the Constitution of 
1936 national education remained only for peoples with an administrative national and territorial status assigned. The technical school 
was transferred from Kuzedeevo to Stalinsk and in 1939 on its base the Teacher's Institute was opened, which later became Kuzbass 
State Pedagogical Academy. In 1989 the Academy opened the Chair of the Shor language and literature, so training of teachers of the 
Shor language was revived. Thereby the link of times was carried out and education of the indigenous peoples initiated by the Russian 
Orthodox Church continued. 
Key words: Altai Spiritual Mission; Mountain Shoriya; teacher education; national education. 
 
Р. 78. Kinyov Sergey L. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). RELATIONSHIPS OF JUNIOR AND SENIOR PRINCES OF 
14–15 CENTURIES IN HISTORIOGRAPHY AND SOURCES. TERMINOLOGICAL ASPECT. The article is devoted to the 
terminology, which has been used since the "state school" of historiography and so far to describe relations among princes in 
Northeastern Rus at the end of the 13th – the first third of the 15th centuries. It also deals with the question how the history of this 
period, based on this terminology, corresponds with historical accounts. Basing on the thesis by A.E. Presnyakov, who states that it is 
impossible to adequately describe political process of the Medieval Russia, the author has researched the traditional use of such terms as 
"veliky knyaz" (grand prince), "udelny knyaz" (appanage prince), "mestnoye velikoye knyazhenie" (local grand duchy) and 
hypothetical grand prince titles, such as Grand Prince of Moscow, Grand Prince of Suzdal and Nizhny Novgorod, Grand Prince of Tver, 
Grand Prince of Yaroslavl, and others. The author has also analysed the 19th century's historiographic construction according to which 
the Princes in the Northeastern Rus in the 14th -15th centuries were divided into three hierarchic levels with the opposition of grand and 
appanage princes. To determine whether this historiographic construction is substantiated, the chronicles of the 15th century, as well as 
the texts of wills and treaties, have been analysed. Special emphasis has been laid on the Tver Chronicles as the representatives of Tver 
duchy were Grand Princes of Vladimir and were really granted the titles of Grand Princes of Tver by the Horde at the end of the 14th 
century. The article also analyses the arguments, if any, in favour of tripartite system with grand duchy on two levels. The following 
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conclusions can be made: firstly, some of the existing schemes basing on definitions suffer from inner alogism. In particular, they 
provide no reason to oppose grand and appanage princes, as they both possess appanages and, besides, many appanage princes kept their 
right for Grand Duchy. Secondly, relations among princes do not fall into the pattern, which presupposes division into Grand Princes of 
Vladimir, local grand princes and appanage princes. There are at least three models of relations among princes in Northeastern Rus in 
general and in separate Duchies in particular. Thirdly, the idea of local grand duchies in Moscow, Yaroslavl, Nizhny Novgorod and Tver 
before 1383 has not been supported by historical accounts. The only exception is the Tver Chronicles of the 15th century ordered by one 
of Grand Princes of Tver, who wanted to prove that his Duchy was equal to the Grand Duchy of Moscow.  
Key words: North-Eastern Russia of 14–15th century; Grand Dukes; appanage principles; interprincipality relations; grand Principality, 
historiography.  
 
Р. 81. Maul Viktor Ya. Nizhnevartovsk Branch of Tyumen State Oil and Gas University (Nizhnevartovsk, Russia). ''DELIBERATE 
OMISSION'' AS HISTORIOGRAPHICAL RECEPTION (REVOLTS AND REBELS IN THE COURSE OF THE RUSSIAN 
HISTORY BY V.O. KLYUCHEVSKY). This article analyzes some of the features of the scientific methodology of the outstanding 
Russian historian Vasily Osipovich Klyuchevsky. On the example of the last general work of the scientist – The Course of the Russian 
History – his views are discussed on the problems of riots and rebels in the national past. This refers to those that not so long ago were 
stereotypically attributed to the category of "peasant wars". It is shown that the historian paid very little attention to these subjects, often 
without even mentioning them in his works, or giving only few indirect references. Such informative gaps can hardly be called a 
coincidence. In our view, we face the phenomenon of "deliberate omission" as a special historiographical reception. We believe that 
they may be due to, firstly, the oppressive atmosphere of the era in which he had to live and work, with its limited free speech; second, 
censorship, and the situation on the eve of the outbreak of the Russian Revolution is closely intertwined with the "censorship" of the 
scholar. His own "veto" imposed on the study of the history of the so-called "peasant wars" can be explained by political partisanship of 
rebellious subjects in growing protest actions in Russia at the beginning of the 20th century. Not wishing his texts to more 
"revolutionize" the consciousness of the contemporaries, he limited the range of his research priorities. At the same time, we cannot say 
that V.O. Klyuchevsky totally ignored this story. On the example of Moscow Time of Troubles, Lzhedmitry story, socio-religious 
protest of Old Believers and others he indicated his view on the problem and preferred not to discuss it further on believing that a 
thoughtful reader would be able to read the rest between the lines. We believe, however, that "deliberate omission" of the historian give 
fairly extensive information about his views on Razin, Pugachev and other major riots in the history of Rus / Russia. "Deliberate 
omissions" of V.O. Klyuchevsky can create the image of the Russian riot, which the scholar formed when referring to the previous page 
of the heroic struggle of the people for their emancipation, but which he preferred not to discuss on the pages of The Course of the 
Russian History. 
Key words: Russian history; V.O. Klyuchevsky's works; ''deliberate omission''; historiographic reception; Russian revolts and rebels. 
 
Р. 84. Ratushnaya Yana Yu. Kemerovo State University (Kemerovo, Russia). PROBLEMS OF FINANCING OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND SPORT AT FEDERAL AND REGIONAL LEVELS IN 1991–2007. Nowadays physical education and sport is 
one of prior directions in the state policy of the Russian Federation. In many respects the branch condition depends on its financing both 
at state and regional levels. The research objective was to reveal the basic problems in financing of the branch of physical education and 
sport during the period of 1991–2007 at the federal level in Kemerovo Region. The author proves the assumption of low financing of the 
branch in the 1990s at federal and regional levels. During the research the author analysed laws on the federal budget of 1991–2007 by 
which the state expenses were annually distributed. As a result it has been revealed that the financing of the sphere of physical education 
and sport for all the considered period was conducted by a residual principle. It is noticed that low budgetary financing proceeded till 
1999. Economic growth in the Russian Federation allowed to direct bigger funds on physical education and sport in comparison with the 
1990s. Besides, from the position of financing of the branch, federal laws establishing legal and economic bases of development of 
physical training and sports have been considered. The author has come to a conclusion that many aspects of financing are not solved 
legislatively. At the regional level the analysis of reports of regional and municipal controls concerning physical training and sports 
financing in Kemerovo Region has been carried out. As a result, it has been revealed that the percent of money of Kemerovo Region in 
the 1990s was bigger, than at the federal level. In the 1990s the regional policy was carried out to attract means in the sphere of physical 
education and sport. Surtaxes from the population, any penalties arriving into the accounts of funds on maintenance of physical 
education and sport became the basic source of money in the sphere. Besides, in the 1990s there existed tax exemption of enterprises 
conducting active sport-improving work with the population. As a result of the analysis of legislative documents of Kemerovo Region 
concerning physical education and sport development the conclusion on constancy of financed directions is drawn: strengthening of 
material base at the expense of means of regional and municipal programs of development of the branch, support of winter sports at all 
levels of financing (from the regional budget to sponsors' means). It is noticed that negative tendencies – low financing of physical 
education and sport in countryside – continue in the considered period. 
Key words: financing; physical culture; sport; legislation; Kemerovo region. 
 
Р. 88. Rudkovskaya Irina Ye. Tomsk State Pedagogical University (Tomsk, Russia). N.M. KARAMZIN AND P.YA. CHAADAEV: 
HISTORIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORIOSOPHICAL HERITAGE IN CONTEXT OF PROBLEM OF CHALLENGE AND 
RESPONSE. Extraordinary public resonance, which accompanied the appearance of ''Vekhi'' in 1909, compels to pay attention to texts 
that created the high-power polemical field too, which may be compared with the collected articles about the Russian intelligentsia in 
intensity and continuance of effect. The significant two are The History of the Russian State by N.M. Karamzin and Philosophical 
Letters by P.Ya. Chaadaev. Two problems unite these texts: the problem of faith as the moral base of society improvement and the 
problem of peculiarity of the historical way and the future fate of Russia. N.M. Karamzin created the most read research about the 
history of his country, P.Ya. Chaadaev produced the most loud refutation of its significance in the context of the world history. Both 
Karamzin and Chaadaev supposed that without knowledge of history self-determination is impossible not only for an individual, but for 
whole nations. Chaadaev's theses about the necessity to understand the moral sense of the distinguished historical epochs exactly define 
features of each century according to laws of practical reason, which reproduced the terminology of I. Kant, may be imagined in The 
History of the Russian State. The problem of retardation of Russia in the sphere of civil education was the central both for the historian 
and for the philosopher. In Karamzin's and Chaadaev's systems of values the ethical values occupied higher place, than political ones. 
But if Karamzin had no doubts in positive influence of Orthodoxy for the Russians and the Russian state, Chaadaev accused Orthodoxy 
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of being unable to direct the moral formation of his compatriots. Both Karamzin and Chaadaev attached great significance to the ethical 
foundations of everyday life, to the organization of private life of each member of society. At the beginning of the 20th century in the 
book devoted to Chaadaev historian M.O. Gershenson attempted to oppose religious and ethical values his hero formerly wrote to the 
political revolutionism. Gershenson's article ''Creative self-consciousness'' published in ''Vekhi'' was composed under the influence of 
Chaadaev's criticism of the contemporaneity and contemporaries. Gershenson's characterization of the style of life, which was inherent 
in the Russian intelligentsia at the threshold of the centuries, was a keen contrast with Karamzin's style of life and was apprehended as 
''reductio ad absurdum'' of imperfections described by Chaadaev. ''Vekhi'', which was created owing to the initiative of 
M.O. Gershenson, was an attempt to measure the realities of the contemporaneity according to Karamzin's and Chaadaev's ways. In this 
interaction of texts each Response was a Challenge and each Challenge was a Response. 
Key words: comparative analysis; ethical and political values. 
 
Р. 96. Smirnov Alexandr S. Institute of Archeology, Russian Academy of Sciences (Moscow, Russia). ARBITRATION COURT ON 
TOMSK BURIAL GROUND. This paper describes the history and research of Tomsk Burial Ground by A.V. Andrianov and S.K. 
Kuznetzov in 1887 and 1889. The sources used are: the Russian State Literature and Arts Archive, the State Russian Archive of Ancient 
Acts, the RAS Material Culture Historical Institute Manuscript Archive. This paper publishes correspondence of A.V. Andrianov and 
S.K. Kuznetzov with the Imperial Archaeological Commission, letters of A.A. Bobrinsky to both researchers, and to the Governor of 
Tomsk. Historical records lead to the assumption that but for A.V. Andrianov, D.A. Klemenets and S.K. Kusnetsov took part in the 
burial ground research starting from April 1887; they specify archaeological sites and burial ground topography and characterize 
scientific grounds for both scientists, relevance of their field work methods, to understand the reasons that prevented full publications of 
research materials. The paper thoroughly explains the motives that lead conflicting parties to the unique way in Russian Archeology to 
solve a research conflict – by mutual claims consideration in the Arbitration Court, which actions were regulated by The Civil Record 
Rules. The Arbitration Court composition, which was to solve the professional archaeological argument, is described. The example of 
the conflict between two Tomsk scholars to be the pioneer and researcher of the unique archaeological monument shows the state of 
affairs in the sphere of archaeological legacy protection and management in Russia in 1880s. The fact that the university city corporation 
was involved and the Arbitration Court was used to judge a specific archaeological argument confirms that the country had no effective 
system regulating field archaeological activities. The Imperial Archeological Commission that claimed to be the sole entity to issue open 
warrants for archaeological operations, could not resolve the argument between A.V. Andrianov and S.K. Kuznetzov. The Chairman of 
the Commission had distanced himself from conflict resolution and gave his power to solve the issue to the local authority on behalf of 
Tomsk Governor. A.V. Andrianov and S.K. Kuznetzov saw the Archeological Commission as one of the scientific authorities along 
with Moscow and Finno-Ugric societies. They did not consider the Archeological Commission as the central state body regulating 
researchers' right to perform archaeological operations and define field methods. 
Key words: Tomsk Burial Ground; A.V. Andrianov; S.K. Kuznetzov; Imperial Archeological Commission. 

 
Р. 104. Tekeeva Larisa K. U.D. Aliev Karachay-Cherkessia State University (Karachayevsk, Russia). REFLEXION OF 
TRADITIONAL OUTLOOK IN ETHNOMEDICINE OF TURK-SPEAKING PEOPLES OF NORTH CAUCASUS. The system 
of national medical knowledge, its functioning and content are characterised by considerable integrity. National, that is traditional-
household or everyday knowledge, as well as scientific, does not only contain information on things, their properties and displays, but 
also represents the empirical level of social consciousness. The picture of the world developing out of diverse social and cultural 
interactions influences the main areas of human existence. The same is true for medicine. Magical-animistic outlook, essential moment 
for which was the understanding of illness not as the natural phenomenon, but as a display of supernatural forces alien to the person, has 
been connected with the mythological picture of the world. Illness was considered as consequence of a sin, fault, a sign of punishment. 
Doctoring had to consist in pacification of an evil ghost by sacrifice, creation of prayers or any other devices, the essence of which was 
to outwit, intimidate or propitiate a malicious demon. Certainly, except the irrational causes of various illnesses, hill people also 
allocated illnesses caused by a physical factor, or, in ethnographic terms, rational reasons. But even the rational method of treatment 
most apparently by means of rituals became sacral. The most widespread method of treatment of various diseases among turk-speaking 
peoples of the North Caucasus was phlebotomy. For treatment of headaches Karachays and Balkars used a method connected with the 
concept ''bashi tyushkendi'' – ''displacement of bones of a head''. The basic method of treatment with such a diagnosis consisted in head 
squeezing, which led to adjustment of the displaced bones. In the same way, according to the Turkic peoples of the North Caucasus 
outlook, the stomach of the person could be displaced. That is, the causality of some pathological processes in the outlook of Turkic 
nationalities of the North Caucasus was the displacement of the internal organs relative to the displacement centre (often navel), and the 
displacement of the symmetry axis of skull bones. The great role in irrational means of ethnomedicine of the specified peoples was 
played by various talismans, amulets, called to protect the person from possible harm, sorcery and illness. Some trees, plants, parts of 
the body of animals were also considered as amulets. The most archaic amulets still existing are dog excrement, barley kernels, wood 
pieces of coal sewn up in a fabric and attached to adult people's clothes in an invisible place, and in visible ones – for small children. 
Bones and canines of various animals, in particular, a wild boar, a goat, a ram, a fox, wolf teeth, bear paws were considered as means for 
illness treatment. In some families wolf teeth are still considered a symbol of courage and respect and preserved as talismans. On the 
whole, the formation of traditional medical culture of the Turkic peoples of the North Caucasus is connected with the processes of 
adaptation of people to the environment. Feeling a part of the nature around, the person used everything this nature gave as medicine: 
plants, products of animal origin, minerals. In the course of life activity of ethnic communities a system of cultural traditions is formed 
which would promote the maintenance of a certain homeostasis in the given ecological niche.  
Key words: ethnomedicine; healing; traditional outlook; magical-animistic outlook. 
 
Р. 108. Sherstova Lyudmila I. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). TURKIC INHABITANTS OF TOMSK PROVINCE AT 
THE TURN OF 19 AND 20 CENTURIES: ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE, ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS PROCESSES. 
This article raises the problem of administrative policy impact on ethnic and religious processes that were taking place inside the Turkic 
commune of Tomsk province aboriginal population at the beginning of the 20th century. The author makes a conclusion: all ethnic 
processes were omni-directional, several of them had led to the forming of contemporary Turkic ethnicities, others made it possible for 
Turkic ethnicities to enter the Russian old-timers population of Siberia. Turkic aborigines inhabited Biysk, Barnaul, Kuznetsk, Mariinsk 
and Tomsk districts of Tomsk province and formed 83 foreign boards that were divided into nomadic and settled. The base for such a 
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division was founded by "Non-Russian peoples government regulation" (1822) where ethnicities were divided using the extent of their 
lifestyle as familiar to Russians lifestyle, peasant lifestyle. Aboriginal people were allocated not on the basis of cultural, ethnic or racial 
affiliation, but by including them into a special social class – "yasak-payers", at first, and from 1822 – "non-Russians". Criteria for the 
definition of this social class was a special kind of obligation in the form of natural (fur) tax. Close contacts between Russians and 
aborigines were accompanied by assimilation and acculturation. At the same time these contacts increased the importance of the 
confessional factor. The abolition of non-Russian social class "inviolability" during the Stolypin reforms (1906-1911) clearly defined the 
direction of ethnic processes: the Russified part of aborigines smoothly flowed into the Russian Siberians; aborigines who preserved the 
ethnic specificity became the basis of modern Turkic-speaking ethnic groups of southern Siberia; those who adopted Islam merged with 
part of the Tatar-Muslim world of Northern Eurasia. However, due to the agrarian and administrative reforms of the early 20th century 
the ethnographic map of Siberia lost numerous ethnonyms associated with its ancient and medieval history along with the ethnonymic 
names of non-Russian boards.  
Key words: Turks; Tomsk province; Orthodoxy; Islam. 
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Р. 111. Knyazkov Alexey S. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). TACTICAL ASPECTS OF INVESTIGATIVE SITUATION 
ASSESSMENT. Significance of the problem of correlation of investigative situation and its assessment is predetermined by the 
necessity of improving the theoretical and practical basis of search-cognitive activity in pre-trial proceeding. Difficulties of a unique 
decision of this problem is determined by the fact that investigative situation is represented in objective and subjective aspects. The 
analysis of existing works allows to agree that there is a necessity to see two structural bases in investigative situation: formal logical 
structure, which is represented by the objective reflection of a crime, and informal, essential and notional structure, which reflects the 
process of changing of objects into subjectively significant objects, characterized by senses of various levels of representation and 
awareness. It is disputable to include personal information into investigative situation giving assessment of the situation, in other 
words – self-judgment. At the same time, in practice, assessment of investigative situation of a criminal case, for instance, by the head of 
an investigatory body, comprises the analysis of investigator's (person who did pre-trial investigation) actions, some possible reasons of 
tactical omissions, and, virtually, it represents ''assessment of his judgment'' of investigative situation. At the same time it is necessary to 
take into consideration that the semantic content of investigative situation for a person who produces pre-trial investigation is defined by 
his direct impression of ''trace picture'' of an accident, and ''trace picture'' of the rendered reaction to the investigation. For the head of 
the investigatory body the notion content of investigative situation is determined by his own impression of some consequences through 
examination of a criminal case. From the point of situation modelling method, assessment of investigatory situation is shown as final 
assessment and perspective assessment (in the latter case it is a form of a tactical scheme). When all relevant tactical tasks are solved, 
there is a final assessment, when investigation of a case is still continuing, it is necessary to apply perspective assessment of 
investigative situation.  
Key words: forensic tactics; investigative situation; assessment of investigative situation; formal logical structure of investigative 
situation; essential and notional structure of investigative situation; tactical task. 
 
Р. 114. Semenyuk Ruslan A. Barnaul Law Institute of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia (Barnaul, Russia). TIMELY (EARLY) 
PREVENTION OF ILLEGAL BEHAVIOUR OF MINORS AS BASIS FOR JUVENILE CRIME PREVENTION. Timely 
prevention of wrongful conduct should create conditions for positive parenting, personal development, ensuring its security, as well as 
early detection of typical crisis situations arising in adolescents. In cases there is a tendency for youth anti-social or unlawful behaviour, 
the facts of anti-social impact on a minor it is necessary to stop this kind of behaviour and negative impact. In the basis of timely 
prevention of illegal behaviour of juveniles of the strategically important directions are the activities for the prevention of crimes and 
administrative offences. Prevention is applied when a person appears intent to commit a crime, the decision is made and planned to be 
executed. There still is no criminal action, there is no stage of preparation for a crime or attempted crime, the endangered teenager is not 
criminally responsible. However, if there are grounds, the minor should be punished in an administrative or disciplinary procedure with 
a view to form the sense of responsibility for their behaviour and the inadmissibility of impunity. To influence the minors positively 
with the purpose of preventing them from illegal actions their families should be actively used, educational institutions, bodies of 
guardianship and trusteeship, bodies on youth affairs, management bodies of social protection of the population (shelters, social 
assistance centres for children, left without parents' guardianship), specialized social service institutions (centres of emergency 
psychological aid, territorial centres of assistance to family and children), institutions providing psychological help to families and 
children. For the purposes of socio-legal control in all educational institutions and labour collectives it is offered to recreate the 
institution of public exposure to the violators of discipline and committers of administrative offence. In the secondary schools priority 
indicators, together with the academic performance and discipline, should be moral, patriotic and physical education of students. Today, 
domestic legislation must not only create conditions for the formation of a highly moral and law-abiding person, but also to ensure the 
profitability of law-abiding behaviour. After all, until the wrongful conduct in the society will look more profitable than law-abiding, 
any measures will fail to educate a worthy personality. 
Key words: early prevention; illegal behaviour; underage. 

 
Р. 119. Titarenko Andrei P. Barnaul Law Institute of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia (Barnaul, Russia). DISCIPLINARY 
LIABILITY OF PEOPLE SENTENCED TO RESTRICTION OF LIBERTY FOR CAUSING MATERIAL DAMAGE WHEN 
SERVING. According to the concept of the penitentiary system of the Russian Federation till 2020 rationalization policy in the field of 
criminal justice involves increasing the total number of persons sentenced to penalties other than isolation of the convict from the 
society to 200 thousand people mainly due to the use of restraint. Considering the provisions of Art. 60 of the Criminal Penitentiary 
Code for surveillance, prevention of crime and obtaining the necessary information about the behaviour of many thousands of convicts 
sentenced to restriction of liberty penal inspections may use audio-visual, electronic and other engineering controls, the list of which is 
determined by the Government. Design feature of electronic monitoring items and surveys of persons serving criminal sentences in the 
form of restriction of freedom indicate that the convicted will try different ways to damage the bracelet to get out of inspection control. 
But so far, the penal legislation does not include measures of legal liability for the intentional damage by the convicted to the complex 
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electronic monitoring device. Naturally, the damage by the convicted will be compensated in civil proceedings. However, in our view, 
the situation when the convict is obliged to pay off for material damage only in the amount of compensation under the civil law does not 
comply with the whole idea of introducing the considered punishment. It is reasonable to consider the fact of damaging the convict's 
monitoring equipment as an option for fraudulent evasion of serving punishment of restraint and along with other types of malicious 
violation to replace the convict's unexpired term of restriction of liberty with punishment in the form of imprisonment or forced works. 
This change in the law will allow 1) to consider the criterion taken into account in determining the degree of correction; 2) to properly 
implement educational and preventive activities; 3) to establish a more appropriate relationship between personal characteristics and 
actions of the convicted and public response; 4) to ensure the safety of public property, which, in turn, must, firstly, reduce the costs of 
organizing the execution of punishments and measures of criminal procedure coercion using electronic monitoring, and, secondly, 
increase the number of persons sentenced to punishment without isolation from the society. 
Key words: punishment; responsibility; convicted. 
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Р. 122. Gamidullaeva Leyla A. Penza Branch of Russian State University of Innovative Technologies and Entrepreneurship (Penza, 
Russia). EXPERIENCE OF STATE SUPPORT OF BUSINESS INCUBATION ABROAD AND POSSIBILITIES OF ITS 
ADAPTATION IN RUSSIA. Effective remedy of decrease in business failures, increases in a share of surviving business are business 
incubators – one of types of a specialized infrastructure providing support of small business along with funds, business centres, 
educational, information and other serving structures. By business incubator we suggest to understand a social and economic system 
whose functioning is directed on support of small enterprises by means of granting a complex set of services (accounting, legal, 
consulting, information etc.), and also advance of their business. Foreign experience convinces that for successful development business 
incubation the essential attention of the state and local authorities is necessary first of all. Having analysed the experience of business 
incubators in Germany, we came to a conclusion that it can be adapted and used in Russia. It concerns participation of the power, bank 
community, corporate sector in the work of incubators, interaction of incubators with scientific organizations, legal status of business 
incubators, use of system of indicators for assessment of incubator activity. The analysis of foreign experience of the state support of 
business incubation of small enterprises showed that effective functioning of business incubators is carried out in those countries where 
development of small business is regarded as of paramount importance of national economy and where the state takes active part in the 
support of business incubation. The author also revealed the following key factors of success of the state support of business incubation: 
1) consistent and long-term policy of the state with accurately formulated purposes and tasks; 2) existence of the thought-over and 
coordinated system of people involved in development and realization of business incubation of small business; 3) constant efforts on 
adjustment of cooperation between the private, research and educational sectors; 4) identification and target support important for 
building of innovative and technological potential of the directions; 5) wide range of provided services providing complex servicing; 
6) systematic studying and implementation of the best international experience. Absence of satisfactory theoretical base for management 
of small innovative economy, difficulties with selection and formation of professional businesspeople, distinctions in organizational and 
technological levels of development and market culture of the population of Russia and the compared countries, draws a conclusion that 
direct loan of forms of support of small innovative business can be inefficient in Russia. On the other hand, it is obvious that a 
comprehensive study of the foreign experience first of all connected with the support of small business at nation-wide and regional 
levels is very urgent. 
Key words: business incubation; state support; small enterprises. 
 
Р. 126. Dobrusina Margarita Ye. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). TOILS AND YEARS OF SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 
AND BUSINESS ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT. STRATEGY OF DEVELOPMENT. The Department of Industrial Enterprise 
Planning and Engineering, the assign of which has been considered to be the Department of System Management and Business 
Economics since 1994, was established at the Faculty of Economics in Tomsk State University in June 1967. Its establishment was 
determined by the necessity to provide scientific and academic training of students at a university level in the sphere of industrial 
enterprise and labour engineering and management. According to our opinion, five stages, each of them possessing their differential 
characteristics, can be distinguished during the 45 years of the department development. The first stage is from 1967 to 1970. This was 
the period of the Department of Industrial Enterprise Planning and Engineering establishment. The main peculiarity of that period was to 
involve the economists-experts, the teachers of other faculties and institutions of higher education to the academic activity. The 
department began to train specialists in industrial planning. The second stage is from 1971 to 1980. This period was remarkable by the 
appointment of Assistant Professor V.A. Gaga as the Head of the Department in 1973. The main scientific school was the research of 
theory and practice of social competition organization. It was in the 1970s when the intensive work in the formation of the department 
staff was started due to the fact that graduates of the department were appointed to full-time postgraduate study in Moscow and 
Leningrad institutions of higher education. The third stage of the department development is from 1981 to 1992. This stage is known by 
the growth of Doctors of Science in Economics, the initiation of post-graduate courses and the Dissertation Examining Board in 
Economics of Labour, the formation of Tomsk scientific school studying the problems in economics of labour. The fourth stage is from 
1992 to 2000. In 1994 the department was renamed the Department of System Management and Business, and in the spring of 2012 the 
supplement was made – Business Economics. The Department of System Management and Business Economics trained specialists in 
management of organization. The fifth stage is from 2001 to the present time. This stage is significant because of the transformation of 
the accumulated quantitative changes into the qualitative ones: the defence of PhD theses by E.V. Nekhoda, by the postgraduates of the 
Department, the development of academic programs according to the Standards of the third generation in the qualification 
''Management'' for bachelors and masters. The fundamental scientific direction of the department is economics of labour. 
Key words: stages of department development and their peculiarities; system management; business economics. 
 
Р. 130. Novikova Irina V. North-Caucasian Federal University (Stavropol, Russia). PROBLEMS OF INNOVATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIA. The task of the innovative development of Russia is an urgent need for modern stage of globalization 
of the economy, associated with the aggravation of competitive countries in the world economic space. Planning is an effective 
mechanism of innovative development and our country is to use the accumulated experience we have gained planning for the creation of 
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the national innovation system. The role of the tax system of indirect stimulation of innovations in comparison with the developed 
countries of the world is small. The Tax Code should develop a new system effectively stimulating innovative development. It is also 
worth reviewing the rules of calculation of amortization in the sectors involved in the scientific-research and experimental-engineering 
developments. The group of special mechanisms includes methods of direct state funding of scientific research. In our country there is a 
practice of direct financing of scientific research by reviewing grant applications. But the effectiveness of the adopted programs is small. 
This is due, firstly, to the insufficiency of the funds allocated. And, secondly, in our country there lack necessary institutions aimed at 
innovative development. The creation of a competitive system that ensures the selection of performers on the basis of anonymity, and 
excludes the manifestation of subjectivism and corruption, could become an effective mechanism for the development of innovation in 
Russia. Innovative developments in the country are not in demand in business. Approximately 8–10% of innovative projects are used. 
At current loan interest rates entrepreneurs cannot afford long-term borrowings. The state should regulate the credit policy of banks in 
order to give the opportunity for the private business to investment in innovative development. But there is another problem – the 
problem of the structure of domestic production inefficient for innovative development. Enterprises of the fuel and energy complex have 
huge incomes through the sale of the national wealth – oil and gas – abroad, they do not need to develop innovations. The most 
important factor determining the development of innovation is human capital. And there are a number of problems, generated by, firstly, 
the crisis of the education system, and, secondly, a stable tendency of undervaluation of the labour force, especially of the highest 
qualification, accompanied by the degradation, fragmentation and disorientation of domestic scientific potential. Only the agricultural 
sector wages are lower than in the sphere of education. In order to prepare competent specialists capable to work in the innovation 
economy we need highly qualified teachers. At the present time the system of labour remuneration of teachers of higher educational 
institutions has led to the fact that the prestige and importance of the profession is lost. Thus, university professors cannot perform the 
function of development of science and creation of the national innovative system. And sectoral scientific-research institutes and design 
offices are destroyed. Therefore, it is necessary to develop other mechanisms that encourage the acquisition of new knowledge and their 
effective use. 
Key words: innovative development; planning; tax benefits; financing; human capital. 
 
Р. 135. Tsurikov Sergey V., Kharchenko Andrey A. Siberian Academy of Finance and Banking (Novosibirsk, Russia), TAREKS-
ENERGOSERVIS, Ltd. Company (Novosibirsk, Russia). SYSTEM OF INTEGRAL INDICATORS OF EFFICIENCY AND 
EFFECTIVENESS OF ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN OF COMPANY. Researches on organizational design single out the 
following criteria, which characterise the efficiency and effectiveness of management process organisation and organisational 
management structure (OMS): labour efficiency of a management subject; economic efficiency; adaptivity and flexibility; reliability; 
promptness of making managerial decisions, and others. The environmental changes response rate is an actual factor of OMS efficiency 
in dynamic conditions. The OMS effectiveness measurement should be considered as an element of controlling, which provides the 
assessment of product and process quality, profitability, resource intensity, tempo and scale of innovations, customers' satisfaction 
degree (loyalty), autonomy, efficiency, and others. The principal condition when assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of 
organizational design is the integration of formalized structural, situational and context parameters, their assessment in the conditions of 
a high level of external environment changeability, change of strategic goals and the path, which an organization chooses to reach these 
goals. The pre-design of OMS is based on singling out the factors that determine the dynamics of external and internal environment: 
technologies, knowledge and management and employees' competencies; the degree of complexity of the OMS in use, which is 
determined by the complexity of interrelations of the organizational system with the interested parties, as well as the scale of activity; 
way of power execution and other parameters of organizational behaviour. The effectiveness of organisational design is provided as an 
additive function of such indicators as: – the degree of rationality of organisational system structuring as a characteristic of 
correspondence of organisational system structuring and objective functions; – the degree of rationality of formalised interrelations 
between the elements of a structure as a characteristic of rationality of system structuring (considering the peculiarities of technologies, 
outsourcing opportunities, convergence of competencies) and its ability to solve a stream of adhocratic tasks within a formalised 
structure; – the degree of market opportunities use by the organisational system as a characteristic of using market opportunities, the 
ability to provide a necessary level of competitiveness in the conditions of a high level of external environment uncertainty; – the degree 
of use by the organisational system of internal opportunities such as a characteristic of its ability to realise the strategy by means of 
formation of a model adequate to strategic goals of organisational design in the conditions of all kinds of resources limitation.  
Key words: organisational structure of management; diagnostic of efficiency of organisational management structure; organisational 
design; organisational pathology. 
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Р. 141. Grigoryeva Irina V., Ivanova Lyudmila A. Irkutsk State Linguistic University (Irkutsk, Russia). PHILOSOPHICAL-
PEDAGOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MEDIA CULTURE CATEGORIES (BY EXAMPLE OF ''MEDIA EDUCATIONAL 
SPACE'' CONCEPT). The role of formal education changes in conditions of the exponential growth of networked communication 
media. The teacher stops to be the monopolist in knowledge transition. Modern students get 85% of information from 
telecommunicative networks such as the Internet. Positive social function of the Internet is indisputable. The experience of interaction 
with information space enriches the emotional world of a person with new images and knowledge. The information space has great 
potential for education, because we get the possibilities to know the world on-line and participate in the process of social-culture 
development, its bounds perception expands all the time. It is also obvious that information space owing numerous positive 
characteristics has powerful social negative ones, because the view of the world in this space can be not only distorted, but also 
purposefully designed. And as a result knowledge may be mistakenly. Without listing all negative tendencies, we will stop only on 
some. It makes a set of qualitatively new problems for higher education which have not been enough realized. The information space 
which is not supervised by pedagogical community leads to the destruction of educational space integrity, to information overload when 
the volume of potentially useful knowledge obviously exceeds the possibility of its perception by a separately taken person. There is a 
continuous increase in the information gap between the minimum requirements of higher education institution and the maximum 
possibilities of information telecommunicative networks such as the Internet. Here there is a contradiction between the inclusiveness of 
students in the world information space and the insufficiency of valuable pedagogical support of this process. That way in the 
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information space of modern society in conditions of virtual reality is an actual need in pedagogisation of its social and cultural aspects. 
All of this points to the fact that the search for ways to co-adapt media and educational space for the purposes of modern higher 
education is an important social task. This defines the research problem; to solve it is the purpose of the given article. The authors 
suggest considering media and educational spaces to be complementary. In view of the novelty of the phenomenon, lack of works 
directed on studying the co-adaptation of media and educational space of higher education, the authors of the article think it is necessary 
to study the philosophical and pedagogical bases of the media culture phenomenon, to investigate main opinions of the concepts 
"information space", ''Internet space'', ''cyber space'', ''virtual space''. And as a result they try to interpret the new pedagogical 
phenomenon of ''media educational space''. 
Key words: media culture; media education space; information society; information space; social-cultural space; information 
technology; Internet; virtual education; information education. 
 
Р. 147. Zagrevskiy Oleg I., Zagrevskiy Valery I. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia), Mogilev State University (Mogilev, Belarus). 
FORMATION OF GYMNASTS' MOTOR ACTIONS BY CREATING UNDERSTANDING OF WORKING POSITIONS IN 
MAJOR SUPPORT AREAS OF EXERCISES. In the paper we substantiated biomechanical aspects of athletes' working positions in 
interphase transitions of an exercise as boundary positions in which the extremes of the program control are reached: flexion-extention 
movements in joints. It is shown that flexion-extention movements of the athlete in joints are elementary motor actions which are not 
exposed to further biomechanically grounded division and therefore have to be learnt as a complete method. The authors consider the 
formation conditions of motor representations of the athlete in the context of biomechanics of motor actions from psychology-
pedagogical positions. The sports experts in the issue of training quite often address to the theory of activity and the concept based on it 
of "systematic and stage-by-stage formation of actions", developed by P.Ya. Galperin and his disciples. Motor representations of the 
athlete on the studied sports exercise are formed generally on the basis of the semantic idea of technical, system and structural, 
parametrical properties of movement and, in particular, are created by the visual idea of kinematics of the links of the performer's body. 
The main provisions poses of the athlete in the boundary provisions defining borders of the phase structure of the exercise or the 
extreme of the operating functions can be marker points of the trajectory of the biomechanical system, in this case. The structural 
division of the sports exercise on the phase structure, allocation of the boundary provisions corresponding to the working poses of the 
performer in the main support areas allow to allocate the operating movements realizing flexion-extention movements in joints in motor 
action. Achievement of maximum or minimum bending or extension (extremes) in joints can be simultaneous or occur consistently. As 
flexion-extention movement in joints is an elementary motor action, it is not subject to further biomechanical division and, therefore, it 
should be mastered as a complete method. Therefore, the definition of the phase of sports exercises and its pedagogical structuring is an 
urgent task in the process of teaching gymnastic exercises, as it allows to reveal the major support areas in the orienting basis of 
activities and plan the content side of the learning process of sports exercises. The results of these studies allow to assert that major 
support areas in the orienting basis of actions are based on objective biomechanical indicators of the studied gymnastic exercise. 
Key words: motor representation; motor action; main support areas; approximate basis of action. 
 
Р. 151. Ilyin Alexandr A., Marchenko Kseniya A., Kapilevich Leonid V. Tomsk University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics, 
Tomsk State University, Tomsk Polytechnic University (Tomsk, Russia). STATUS AND PROSPECTS OF WINTER FOOTBALL 
IN RUSSIAN REGIONS. Playing football in winter has gained great popularity in Russia recently, so the scientific analysis has not yet 
been done. Moreover, as an independent sport winter football is not considered, although the issue has been debated. Therefore, 
characteristics, facilities especially of winter football training can only be based on the monitoring of the organizational, playing and 
teaching experience in Russia and abroad. Analysis of available information in the current state of winter football has allowed us to 
draw the following conclusions. First, there is a considerable variation in the terminology describing this concept: winter football, 
football in the snow, snow football, great football in the snow, mini-football in the snow, great football on synthetic surfaces, indoor 
soccer on a synthetic surface, beach soccer in the snow. We believe that there should not be terms "spring" and "autumn" for football in 
the professional lexicon. And if to tie it to the time of the year, its preferred term is "winter." The concept of winter football, in our 
opinion, is a major and broader concept than others, as winter football is football, which is played in the winter, that is, adapted to the 
cold conditions of winter. All the rest are its varieties, the most popular of which is football in the snow. An important criterion for the 
division of such species is the field surface. So, football in the snow is a game on the snow surface, it can be done according to the rules 
of large, indoor football, etc. Due to its availability, this game is typical for mass amateur league. Playing football in the winter can be 
on a synthetic surface, the installation of which is costly, and is therefore available for a narrow circle of teams. It is also regarded as a 
variant of the training of Russian professional football players in the off-season. Not all athletes like synthetic surfaces. Playing on them 
can result in an injury, it requires a different technique than on natural grass. Special attention should be paid to the analysis of 
development of winter football in universities, educational institutions. Based on the analysis, we can conclude that winter football is 
widespread in Russia and took shape as an independent branch of football. Of course, football in the snow is different. The need to 
implement the specialization of winter football in higher schools is due to the increasing popularity of the sport, the inability to train 
students learning classic football in the summer, easy organization and economic feasibility of studies compared to other types of 
football. 
Key words: students; physical education; winter football. 
 
Р. 154. Kabrin Valery I. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). TRANSCOMMUNICATIVE APPROACH IN INTERPRETATION 
OF PERSONAL TALENT AND CREATIVITY. In the article the modern judgment about the factor and the personal talent phenomenon 
in activity of the person on the basis of transcommunicative analysis is offered. It sees in talent a synergy of the main modal, structural and 
level qualities of the psychological organization of the person as a whole. The transcommunicative (changing) matrix of personal talents of 
the structure of the person is formed as a result. Its vectors are considered as basic psychological modalities: motivational (initiating, 
incentive, intentional); cognitive (informative, reconstructing); creative (constructive, creative); emotional (intuitive, empathic, value-
semantic). Creative levels form the vertical of the transcommunicative matrix and treat all modalities. They represent: spontaneous and 
syntonic imagination (creative temperament); situational and contextual combination of theory and experience (creative character); the 
problem, intellectually provided with new decisions (creative intelligence); understanding and reflection of valuable and semantic aspects of 
innovative strategies of decisions (creative consciousness). In this matrix it is possible to define an individual creative dominant of the 
person in the context of one's talent as a whole. The most contrast factor in this context is creativity. It accentuates the unique configuration 
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of the dominant creative potential of human life and assimilates the unusual way of unique characteristics of other psychological modalities. 
On the basis of this model as an example essential characteristics of mathematical creativity are accented. In compliance with the offered 
scheme they are: love to numbers and bright mathematical imagination (phenomenon of three-year-old S. Kovalevsky); contextual theory of 
combination in numerical ranks, places, sets ("Rain man" – a mathematical autist); variety of qualitatively various mathematical solutions of 
a non-standard problem complex; strategic reflection and prediction of utilitarian and aesthetic value of mathematical modelling. The 
offered model, on the one hand, differs from the simplified logistic models of gifts (rings of J. Renzulli). On the other hand, it differs from 
one-dimensional lists of its features. This model reflects the psychological device of human life as a whole. In addition, it offers the prospect 
of identifying sensitivity and the ability to analyse the qualitative and structural characteristics of numbers. There we can find the 
transcendental qualities of the potential of the person.  
Key words: transcommunication; personal talent; destination; creativity. 
 
Р. 161. Cherdantseva Raisa G. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ORGANIZATION IN TOMSK AND TOMSK STATE UNIVERSITY IN 1940s. This article examines the main factors affecting 
the war and the postwar period of the organization of physical education in Tomsk and Tomsk State University (TSU) in particular. The 
main author's objective was to identify key events of the 1940s, associated with the development of physical culture and sports, based on 
the materials of the newspapers of the time. On the eve of the World War II the number of university students involved in physical 
culture and sports dramatically increased, those who passed the standards for the badge "Ready for Labour and Defence" and the badge 
''Public Assistance to Defence''. Also on the eve of World War II, the emphasis attended to Infantry training. In 1940–1941 at TSU 
Voroshilov's riflemen and machine gunners were prepared. Students were taught physical education to overcome obstacles. Among 
those who left for the front during the first days were athletes and students, owners of the badges "Ready for Labour and Defence". 
Physical training they had in sport clubs helped them to successfully fight hand-to-hand, to accurately throw a grenade at a target, to 
undergo a terrible ordeal of war life. During the war, 67 teachers, 15 assistants and 399 students, 105 office workers of the University 
left for the front voluntarily and as conscripts. Many of them gave their lives for freedom and independence of the Homeland. Among 
those who did not return from the battlefield were athletes. In the battle against German forces one of the best athletes of the University 
of the prewar years, Valery Yakhontov, was killed. The remaining students and teachers rebuilt educational, scientific, and social work, 
subordinating their interests to war. They had to learn and live in extremely harsh conditions. But the slogan: "All for the Front, all for 
Victory!" was the most important in those difficult days. However, athletic life in the city and in the universities did not stop during the 
war years. Students studied, worked, went to physical activity and sport, participated in sport activities organized at the university and in 
the city. Tomsk newspaper Krasnoye Znamya (Red Flag) often reported on sports. On January 10th, 1943, right on the main streets of 
the city the winter sports season for ski racing was opened. That day there was held a traditional ski relay race, 32 men and 9 women 
teams took part in it. Among them were skiers of TSU. The Great Patriotic War victoriously ended. The University returned to studies, 
which were interrupted by the war, and those who defended the honour and independence of the Homeland with arms came back. Those 
who had not fought went to studies. This period was difficult because universities did not have enough places in the dormitory, there 
was bad situation with meals. Teachers and students repaired the main building of the University, which hosted a defence plant during 
the war, helped building the first line of the city tram. They participated in storing of firewood and worked at the farm of the University, 
located in a suburban village Koninino. Most of the systematic work to engage students in physical education and sports was conducted 
in the years when the Department of Physical Education was headed by Lev Vydrin. At the initiative of the Department mass events 
were carried out, they were organized in the University Grove, attracting a lot of fans. The war is definitely the hardest test. The Great 
Patriotic War had not spared Tomsk region. There were no open hostilities, but it indirectly influenced many processes in the city. And 
yet, no matter how hard this time was, physical education in Tomsk did not lose its relevance and became even more popular. 
Key words: physical education; students; Tomsk State University; Siberian history. 
 
Р. 164. Shevchenko Tatiana I., Makarova Natalia V., Bokhan Tatiana G. Nikiforov Russian Centre of Emergency and Radiation 
Medicine, EMERCOM of Russia (St. Petersburg, Russia), Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). STRESS TOLERANCE OF 
RUSSIA'S EMERCOM EMPLOYEES ENGAGED IN HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS. We conducted a psychological survey of 
221 professionals from the Firefighting Service of St. Petersburg, 15 mine rescuers from the Federal State Institution, Administration of 
military mine-rescue detachments in building industry, and 28 students of the Firefighting and Rescue College named St. Petersburg 
Centre for Rescuers' Training. A survey was conducted on the base of the Medical Registry of Russian EMERCOM Research 
department (head: O.M. Astafiev, Cand. Med. Sci., Associate Professor), the Federal State Budget Institution Nikiforov Russian Centre 
of Emergency and Radiation Medicine, EMERCOM of Russia, using the prognosis technique to estimate neuropsychic resistance, which 
was developed by the psychological laboratory of the Federal State Military Educational Institution S.M. Kirov Military Medical 
Academy, Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, and a technique of expert assessment for determining performance efficiency 
in firefighters. The study of professional adaptation in employees engaged in hazardous occupations regarding their neuropsychic 
resistance against continuous vital threat revealed various mental responses, from anxiety state to neuroses and psychoses. Due to 
acknowledgement of vital threat, a constant readiness for actions exists; however, the latter is not always perceived. This readiness, 
associated with an adequate mental tension, is a normal response to danger. A high readiness for actions (neuropsychological resistance, 
NPR) implies readaptation to conditions of vital threat, ability to maintain readiness for instant actions in case of emergencies, mental 
agility against the background of emotional tension. On the contrary, inability to be continuously ready for emergent actions leads to 
inadequate responses and, hence, accidents and disasters. This study revealed a decreased stress resistance with aging of employees 
engaged in hazardous occupations. According to mean NPR parameters in sampling groups, a higher stress resistance (category I NPR) 
was shown in firefighters (58.4 %) compared with students (21.4 %) and mine rescuers (33.3 %). A risk group for possible disadaptation 
(category III and IV NPR), which requires psychocorrection measures, included 40 % of mine rescuers, 53.6% of students and 9 % of 
firefighters. In the overall sample, there were three times as many highly stress-resistant firefighters of young age as students (67.6 % 
and 21.4 %, respectively). Low and borderline NPR parameters were 6 times more common in students than in firefighters of young age 
in their respective sample (53.6 % and 8.5 %, respectively). No statistically significant correlation between NPR and work experience 
was revealed in firefighters and mine rescuers. According to expert assessment, a direct relationship of NPR level with health state (r = 
0.32) and prospects of professional growth (r = 0.23) was established in firefighters. In firefighters, a relationship between health and 
professional advancement, on the one hand, and NPR levels, on the other, was established based on expert assessment. 
Key words: firefighters; mine rescuers; neuropsychological resistance; expert assessment; performance efficacy. 
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Р. 168. Asochakova Yevgenia М., Bukharova Oxana V. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). MINERAL INCLUSIONS OF 
IRON ORES OF BAKCHAR DEPOSIT (WESTERN SIBERIA). The results of studies of mineral micro-inclusions in the oolitic 
iron ores of the Bakchar deposit were shown. These inclusions are particles whose dimension does not allow to clearly identify them 
with traditional mineralogical methods. During research of the ore horizon of the Polynyanka site, three iron ore types were 
distinguished that differ in their structural-textural characteristics, mineral composition of the cementing mass, as well as in the 
specificity of their position within a section. The first type is goethite-hydrogoethite (oolitic), which are cemented or loose brown 
sediments. The second type of ore is glauconite-chlorite or clay with a poorly cemented dense structure and a greenish-gray colour. The 
third type of transitional ore carries features as goethite-hydrogoethite and glauconite-chlorite types. The main component of the iron 
ores is oolite, which concentrate iron hydroxides. Oolites of Bakchar iron ores are very diverse in form and colour. According to the 
results of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), oolites of Bakchar deposit have a complicated concentrically layered structure. The 
microlocal inclusions were studied by SEM (Tescan VEGA II LMU) combined with energy dispersive spectrometer INCA Energy. In 
the oolitic ores there were discovered mineral separations, consisting of sulfides, native silver and REE minerals. They are widely 
distributed, mainly in the oolitic units. The inclusions of oolites were divided into groups based on the composition and localization in 
ores – sulfide, phosphate and sulfide-phosphate. Association of sulfides involved small inclusions of pyrite, sphalerite, covellite and 
stibnite. Two distinct morphologies of pyrite were discovered. The first generation is framboidal and the second – euhedral. Phosphate 
association consists of calcium and REE minerals. Microinclusions of phosphates are mixtures of ultrafine minerals monazite and 
apatite. Native silver is present in the form of microlocal and hair-like segregations in oolites. The existence of sulfides, REE phosphates 
and native silver in oolites indicate unstable physical and chemical conditions. During the growth of oolites the redox potential changed, 
it had a pulsating character. This was reflected in the alternation of hydroxides of iron and clay component with the corresponding 
adsorbed complexes. Hydroxides sorbed phosphorus and REE, the clay matter sorbed metals. The research has been carried out in the 
Analytic Centre of Natural Systems Geochemistry of Tomsk State University. The study was funded by the Russian Ministry of 
Education and Science (Federal Program ''Scientific and Teaching Staff of Innovative Russia for 2009–2013''). 
Key words: sedimentary iron ore; oolite; pyrite; REE phosphate; native silver. 
 
Р. 173. Buchko Inna V., Sorokin Аndrey А., Rozhdestvina Veronika I. Amur State University, Institute of Geology and Nature 
Management, Far Eastern Branch of RAS (Blagoveshchensk, Russia). MINERALOGICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL 
PECULIARITIES OF LATE PALEOZOIC GABBROIDS OF LESSER KHINGAN TERRANE (EASTERN PART OF 
CENTRAL ASIAN FOLD BELT). The paper features the results of mineralogical investigations in a combination with a brief review 
of geochemical peculiarities of the Karagaisky gabbroid massif which is related to the Birobidzhan complex of the Lesser Khingan 
superterrane. Leucocratic gabbroes dominate in its structure. They are composed of moderately magnesium clinopyroxene (#Mg = 45-
68) in a combination with plagioclase of high basicity (An90-92). This allows us to presume the formation of basites as the result of low 
bar crystallization (0.5-3 kbar) of mafic melts at a considerable water content in the melt which is characteristic for subduction 
environments. This conclusion also supports the presence of the primary magmatic amphibole in basites which is caused by a significant 
fugacity of oxygen during their formation. The results of the mineralogical studies are consistent with the analysis of petrochemical and 
geochemical peculiarities of basites. Thus, high aluminiferous content against low titaniferous content and small concentrations of P2O5, 
K2O, the character of REE and minor element distribution with the distinct minimum of Nb, Ta and Ta/Yb-Th/Yb ratios, which are 
close to the rocks of subduction zones, are evidence of the fact that the leucogabbroes of the Karagaisky massif were formed in the 
environments of the active continental margin. It should be noted that the relatively high content of Rb, Ba, Th, U and K allow us to 
presume a contribution of the enriched sources to the formation of initial melts. At the same time the low content of Nb,TA allow us to 
presume the presence of the matter of lithospheric mantle and crust. The dual character of geochemical characteristics is well manifested 
by Zr/Y-Nb/Y ratios, which are close to those in the rocks that formed at the contribution of the enriched source, and Ta/Yb-Th/Yb 
ratios are consistent with those from basites of subduction zones. Thus, basing on the obtained mineralogical and geochemical data and 
the existing models of the formation of the Central Asian fold belt it is suggested that the formation of the Late Paleozoic gabbroes of 
the Karagaisky massif, which have the features of subduction origin judging by their mineralogical and geochemical peculiarities, is 
related to the environment of the active continental margin before the ''assemblage'' of the constituent parts of the Bureya-Jiamusi 
superterrane to form a single continental massif. 
Key words: gabbroids; mineralogy; geochemistry; Lesser Khingan terrane; Central Asian Fold Belt. 
 
Р. 181. Zhuravlev Georgiy G. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). DYNAMICS OF BLIZZARDS IN TOMSK REGION IN 
MODERN PERIOD. Snow storms are assigned to the main specialized indicators of climatic resources for the automobile and railway 
transport. They affect directly the state of roadways and the visual range on roads reducing essentially the traffic speed of transport 
facilities. The significant financial resources are expended on the fight with snow drifts. The research material includes data for the 
1966–2011 period from twenty three stations of Tomsk Region reported by meteorological monthly bulletins (Issue 20, Part 2). The 
analysis of the basic characteristics of snow storms has revealed that the decrease in quantitative characteristics of this phenomenon is 
observed at meteorological stations. Thus, the significant decrease in the average annual number of days with snow storms has been 
recorded at all stations considered: at station Aleksandrovskoye the decrease amounts up to 1.6 times, at Pudino – up to 4.7 times. The 
study of the dynamics of changes in the number of days with snow storms during the considered period also reveals the decrease in this 
characteristic at all stations; the most drastic change is marked from 1984 to 1990. In the last few years a three- to six-fold decrease in 
the average number of days with snow storms has been recorded. The average snow storm duration on a snow-stormy day varies in the 
territory from 2.6 hours (Tomsk, Molchanovo) to 5.6 hours (Prokhorkino). The comparison of the average duration in 2000–2011 and 
1936–1980 periods shows that the duration of a snow storm in a snow storm day has recently decreased at Aleksandrovskoye station by 
2.6 times, Kolpashevo – by 2.7 times, Pudino – by 1.4 times and in Tomsk – by 3.6 times. Reasons for such changes in the snow storm 
characteristics remain to be investigated.  
Key words: climatic resources; number of days with blizzard; duration of blizzards. 
 
Р. 188. Kuzhuget Renat V., Mongush Andrey A. Tuva Institute for Exploration of Natural Resources, SB RAS (Kyzyl, Russia). ALDAN-
MAADYR GOLD ORE CLUSTER (WESTERN TUVA): FEATURES OF GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE AND CHEMICAL 
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COMPOSITION OF GOLD. Gold ore deposits of Aldan-Maadyr gold ore cluster are characterized by linear nature of location. 
Several narrow linear mineralized zones of beresitization and listvenitization saturated by quartz-vein formations with gold 
mineralization are allocated within this cluster. The most promising deposits are concentrated in nuclear parts of narrow linear anticlines 
and horst-anticlines of sublatitudinal strike with transgressive blasting faults of the same direction. These structures are favourable for 
gold ore prospecting, including those on the periphery of the ore cluster. The most productive levels of gold mineralization may be at 
listvenite contact with basalt conglomerates of the Ordovician in the nuclear parts of anticlines and horst-anticlines (shielding effect). 
The identified gold-quartz veins in the Ordovician and Silurian deposits must be considered as top-ore formations, which are 
characteristic for deposits of gold-quartz formation. The composition of Au and Ag minerals of Khaak Sair ore occurrence is 
characterized by wide variations in gold fineness and a complete range of solid solutions (in Au-Ag-Hg series) from high-fineness gold 
to Hg-silver. Zonation from high-fineness gold with a clear skip through low-fineness gold and Hg-electrum to Hg-kuestelite is typical 
for Au and Au minerals of the gold-ore-quartz stage. Margins are folded by Hg-silver in some zoned grains of Hg-kuestelite. Zonation 
from high-fineness gold to electrum is also typical for the first stage of gold. Mineral compositions of Ulug-Sair deposit, of Aryskan and 
Duushkunnug occurrences are characterized by Hg presence up to 0.3 wt. %. Evolution of gold deposits to electrum is observed in the 
ores of Ulug-Sair ore occurrence. The gold of Aryskan and Duushkunnyg ore occurrences is similar in composition to the gold of Ulug-
Sair deposit. Weak zoning expressed in a reduced Ag content in the central part of gold grains is observed in gold grains of these 
objects, compared to margins with Ag content up to 5 wt. %. Typomorphic features of native gold, electrum and Au, Ag ore minerals 
presence in ores of the Aldan-Maadyr gold cluster indicate the slightly truncated nature of deposits and occurrences and also favourable 
prospects for mineralization prolongation at deep depth (from 500 up to 1000 m). Geostructural and mineralogical-geochemical 
characteristics of the explored gold-quartz deposits of the mentioned gold-quartz cluster are indicative for large reserves of gold deposits 
identification within the cluster. 
Key words: gold ore; mineralogy; Tuva. 
 
Р. 193. Podobina Vera M. Tomsk State University (Tomsk, Russia). BIOSTRATIGRAPHY AND FORAMINIFERA OF 
IPATOVSKIAN HORIZON OF WESTERN SIBERIA. The micropaleontological investigation of the Ipatovskian Horizon of 
Western Siberia is directed at the precise definition of its age and stratigraphic position in the upper Cretaceous section. The Narym 
iron-bearing horizon, whose ores are of the industrial importance, is confined to the upper beds of the Ipatovskian Horizon. The 
Ipatovskian Horizon is lithologically non-uniform: in the west it is composed by grey gaize-like clays of the lower Beryovskaya Suite 
(about 40–60 m thick), in the central district – by light-grey siltstones and gaize-like clays of the Sedelnikovskaya Suite (up to 60 m 
thick), in the east – by the Ipatovskaya Suite (from 60 m thick in Pudino up to 270 m in Napas) composed by grey sands, friable 
siltstones and clays. Diverse foraminiferal assemblages are discovered in all rock varieties from Transuralia to Napas. Beds containing 
these assemblages are divided into two zones: the lower Coniacian Haplophragmium chapmani – Ammoscalaria antis Zone and the 
upper Coniacian Dentalina tineaformis – Cibicides sandidgei Zone. In the south-east of Western Siberia the mixed Coniacian 
assemblage Haplophragmium chapmani – Cibicides sandidgei has been discovered. The beds containing it (up to 20 m thick) are 
composed by brownish-grey siltstones which are appropriate to the rocks of the Narym iron-bearing horizon. Moreover, the colour of 
the tests is brownish, characteristic for the colour of foraminifera from the eastern district. The foraminiferal assemblages from the 
Ipatovskian Horizon of Western Siberia have been studied in different times by the author, and those from Transuralia by the author in 
cooperation with other researchers. The West-Siberian foraminiferal species have been compared with the reported coeval forms from 
Sweden and Austria along with the Coniacian tests from the Muskiki Member (Canada) donated by J. Wall to the author. The systematic 
compositions of the assemblages varying from west to east and from north to south are indicative of different habitat conditions for these 
organisms in the West-Siberian Coniacian basin. In the eastern district which is tectonically more active, the shallowing of the basin is 
supposed, with which at that time the formation of the Narym iron-bearing horizon was connected. Its clayey interbeds have the Late 
Coniacian Dentalina basiplanata – D. tineaformis Assemblage impoverished in the systematic composition. The tests are coloured 
brown, evidently owing to iron oxides. Two accompanying tables (Tables 1 and 2) display two lower and upper Coniacian foraminiferal 
zones with the characteristic species along with the names of the Coniacian assemblages from diverse districts of Western Siberia. Two 
plates (pls. I and II) illustrate foraminiferal species from the lower and upper Coniacian zones. Plate III demonstrates a new 
foraminiferal assemblage recovered from borehole S-160 (depth 353.5 m) of the south-east Western Siberia (town Seversk). 
Key words: Ipatovskian Horizon; Coniacian; foraminifera; Western Siberia. 

 


